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!
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
Since intelligence tests and reading readiness tests
are extensively used in the first grade for predicting
reading achievement, the problem of evaluating them becomes
inportant*
There have been an Increasing number of reading-
readiness tests published since 1930* These tests provide
indexes to reading ca padty, believed to contribute to
readiness for reading* No single Instrument has been derived,
to date, to predict reading success for all types of
children, in all types of school situations.
IVhen a child enters school, the degree of reading
readiness can be determined by observation and tests. After
the needs of each child have been determined, broadening
experiences and training can be provided, as necessary, in
preparation for learning to read,
Althou^ the first-grade teacher can form a sub-
jective Judgment during the first week of school with
regard to the progress the child is likely to make, objective
methods of determining reading readiness are to be preferred.
From the test results one can measure more quickly, and more
accurately, the status of the child, make a more precise
estimate of his rate of progress, and determine the presence
I
• fit IV^TG f
aff-oL* 83ani:)B9"T. ins atao? •.>on.2^:iX‘i '.^-I '. jorr/.^
^
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'^nX7'j:^jo;iq •sot 95^13 edC r.l o'tis
g^iaoo^tr i39*X:^ gr.'^'r; Jxvo ‘to nsXd’o'jq. eJv
,
Jnsirr^''
• >•' <kl^^ T. O ilJ
lo 'iaucuu*! ^.niEifis'toal ru; n^ec^ svFfI o'if^rTi’
o7-l\’0'U\ cu3Qu 02srr7 .C "P.C aoiiXa a^Oi.w an^iriX.r\S:>'r
o:t od'jjcf.il'i^no.c o«^" joovDiLE&o', v.^Xo,oc cc pniXai t 0? asxoln^
nogcf ais.'l d'n&na.'irani sr^at^j ovt 'lo^
'10 Bsqv'J Il/i lol C'J9: rw'3 j'jXi^G'rq of ,-3fBS) of
. .To^Jsfji’ !a looii'oa to aa^y^r I-Ii'. ,r:a-iSrX/?s
3nii>r.'Vi 'to 9o*rfloi> ^j(v* .Xoc-^os s'Xjvno 51tuo s noxT*/ ..'
'i') *':^^ .u;tB9J OH'’i /io/3flv-£odC'0 ^cf jC>3aXiiiT3J'’ji) acf nso gaofti; ^iiOTC
:^.nlneb6o^rf ^b^uL'Vjief^.'b naecf v/>iH £>iX;Jo rio.''^ lo alo’^r: 3d:f
ni ^^-tsaaooon as ,j: ocf asr? I)nr. aeon^jX'xec^'s
r - -e'l cj 'lo'-i
' t
i. a m-to't nao 'igilcjG >u miJ ti^jodJS -
iiV.;'v Xooaoa rri ,i t'^K aS*",i , oxi.t gai'irjS: faQrr^b'jf, s'/i-l'fet
eiT^.Jo »{,'*o
,
-''siTi 0? ri ..'fid'^ o:if nn 9i^.Qr[o odt o.t
. f ^fT'cax-i'to oc^ o» sia Ra9nl:5a;'aL t;-'7lnZcTe?^a?) to aXori?9ff
'
.
»
.:"OJT Onn b*ica .:>*ix.rr;aof' a.‘iL. -jno aJ'.Citaa'i iUo-i'?
92io©'-q 5-aon ^ 9?rp n
^
^Xif^o '->^2 'to n/j^aJe oxuT ,'^Xao£'ioocB
fidifoajvtT adw aaXnrc^^or ra'j .acwi^oiq to of.^'i t Id to
2of handicaps that need correction#
In recent years, as a result of studies In child de-
velopment shovTlng that children vary In physical and mental
development, the need for a preparatory, or readiness, period
prior to formal Instruction In reading has been planned* It
Is even more essential to diagnose potential difficulties
before a new process Is studied as It Is to diagnose a con-
dition after the difficulty has developed#
Evaluation of the ability to learn Is recognized as
an essential part of a guidance program, and since studies
Indicate that there Is considerable difference between
pupils’ attainment on mental tests and their achievement In
reading. It would Indicate that the abilities tested In
Intelligence tests are not Identical t-d.th the abilities
necessary for achievement In reading. It would seem that more
than a single summary score on a mental test Is needed to
predict reading achievement.
Reading readiness Is made i?) of a conposlte and com-
plex number of factors upon ^Ich success In reading depends.
Some Investigators stress the significance of a single factor
but more recent studies stress the con5>lexlty of the problem.
Each year sees succeeding changes and additions to the
present field of Imowledge.
The Problem . The present Investigation Is an atten^t
to evaluate the Plntner-Cunnlngham Primary Mental Test,
Dat'xco boon 3ij#'0^i.;;-:r* Ic
-')fi iJ.C/.rfo a^«/J>Lr^8 to j’.CzJDsi .h ,3tR3y; arinoo"; :.I
li-ioloxda pJ. T'lflv ao^dSldo . j:i<)^*qoIov
Xjc'I t-
,
'^:o ^^c'to'Jii‘r.^iqo'IC ji 'So?. sH-t ^ ? n >» iqoIs'^-.J6
neocf s.-srf ^nJL'^iSQ’i n/ noiJo’J'io -:inl Xor.i'io’* o* 'toi-iq
XfiXc;io^cq ^eons'J.t^ Ov I •3'toia
-rrcr; oJ aX ;X 3A £>»i/ix;^3 ai -iGeDO-xq won >5 vio^scT'
•
qolav'jb . d ^ritXoDl'l rLo ^xl^ rro/w Jb
s
riis ttX OiiJ’ 'to noJtj’iii/ilOVa
asJjju^'i: oonJt^ ^a.-'xso'iq siortifeioy ^ to ?T:«q :s‘vno*i"f) iiJ-
iioo^/^p.d ^ond'no dzili ‘'•Jt onon^j vr.d^ .,j:zoJipnl
nx IiJ7r:o : no Jno^n/.i^S:. ^
ezon c-'Sii? nooQ r'Xuct/ II . -:':2 l.^.-: nl -• % "i''-- ’^od©^
ot a no oococ^ 7 V^* '^I^.i.It .j ^3. 1 ;
i«
• •
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-juoo fiftr. o^loocuco e to :':< aXr*:.: 3.t j» a;!,*', i
.
‘ roqsii : .tX o-u-ooue i-'ol.fv? noiiu a-i. ^oxit tc 't^ruaun xo.Cq
3Form A ae a test of intelligence and the Marlon Monroe
Aptitude Test^ as a test In reading readiness to determine
the predictive measures of intelligence and readiness to
reading achievement. In other words, how far do these tests
measure ability for successful reading, and what is their
relationship to reading achievement? Do these tests show
differences in defferent levels of intelligence, hi^,
average, and low? Also, since many research workers report
variance In reading achievement for boys and girls, what
sex differences do these tests reveal?
Because of the number and complexity of the factors
i;pon which reading success depends It is possible to con-
sider only a part of them. This study will concern Itself
with factors pertinent to the tests administered.
1 Pintner G-eneral Ability Tests: Verbal Series ,Plntner-
Cunnln^am Primary Test, Form A (Boston: World Book Co.,
193^)* Cf. Appendix.
2 14arion Monroe, Reading Aptitude Tests, Primary Form
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1935) • Cf. Appendix.
T ^ 1. .
90'ifio’: nojtrt3H sifd* 5iw 9ono^iIi:&;)‘i:f/ 1:o 3 bj3 "A mol
t9{itaio^ot oJf aaealiL'jt’Jc-'!. gxijL^'sai n^. js R3 aiJi/j^fiJ'.rA
ot s'iariJS.ism bna son^^lllstal lo a'rixjG^^r: or:-
93$)r{..*‘ cuj vcr ,^/i'iC‘V ‘loii'iO nX . J’i^oinv'^dXcfrji
el i'^'vrw fcnjt’.
,
sniJ:'3/^"r i!u'>a 2eooa<j
wo.ia 03-3i‘Ctt o<I Vlfia^aveiclois §jnjtftj8f>i 'X^.‘fi?r{oJ‘ 3’‘iX'3't
^^aonrj^XXi'-DujuX lo aXsvt^X nj:
^'toqa^i e^^rl'tov i‘fi)*i.3Q j .*t ,o€T" ;>o,CZr.£
,
2 r'rX*^' .t>n; B'£;Ki rot ti; •);•:©roi:[c- fti sonBi^rG*/
>X;avfi 3^ ioi SEOtit c^I aoona'xcl'tjJ;
a'loa.'iB*^. cr-:^ 'to biftXq-ntor i>rr3 *3 i:cr tt. sauacsti
-noa Ou aX'j.iB3oq a/ tx aXnaqal) aSBoajici ^<*iif.ir.3*j iiaJriv /joc;/
/M*ar>ii(>o IX/vf vnrijci ?i:(? *ajorf7 lo ^rtsc 3 'X£l>Xi
ac^ao^ ‘jr?d- o- ^:i93X?-it q o-icvTobI
%
:ale;X
, a'ocX Li'tc' M'-XjuS) A o"o'? •i'X
. x.t5f‘3f''\A . ir
•*: A X''iA?ii‘::
^
sJsgX oXi/^iJqA ycilbBo^ ,3o*inoH ncJ'i^ T
.10 ;.oO nXInxM ao^riy//cH :nolQoT.)
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The fact that not all first grade entrants to the
elementsLry school are ready for systematic teaching In
reading presents a challenging problem to administrators and
teachers. With recent years, as a result of studies In child
development \dilch have shown that children vary In physical
and mental development, the need for a preparatory period
to formal Instruction has been considered.
In view of the fact that there Is a definite need for
study of Individual children It would seem that a knowledge
of the findings on pre-reading tests would be helpful. Pro-
gress has been made In the predictability of these tests to
reading achievement.
The Report of the National Committee on Reading^ gave
recognition, In 1925, to the fact that all pv5>lls ^o enter
the first grade are not eqimlly well pr^ared for reading.
It also en^jhaslzed the importance of training and experience
that prepare for reading and named, largely on the basis of
experience, a series of prerequisites for beginning reading.
Since the publication of this report, numerous studies have
been made relating to reading readiness. Some of the earliest
1 Arthur I, Gates, “An Eroerimental Evaluation of Reading
Readiness Tests," Elementary School Journal, 39 i ^97-5^9;
March, 1939*
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: o:i^ 0 '^ obz^:^ lla ton v?3L’t Soni orlT
I r.J^ :^,nJldoii9 u oi^5*to^eY3 '\o\ ^'t.b Icoj'os ’C'^rndTiucoXs
,j^
f,'na m:c:f^.'xd’eXx:IrJj/i o^ /CDlti’o'rq gni^xioXX/ixlo a Q:^noP.^nc^ gniXa&T
Ll^do ft : eolX/i-i*^; lo ^Jjjc :*x .•'. « ,B'T£9*'i d'fiOO-,'! fi^iW . 3'x<>f:aj3&:^
'I *.
*•-
Xo;jX 3\-xiq ri.? v/^a/ .i9xi)XXiio :vtrociB evsn uHBcaqo.^ijVoi^
Doinioq ’^,'ioJa'L'jqB‘xq a Tto^i Z)9©n srfX
,
^U3f:coIev9X Br?;5
.
" B'iefjlznoo as^f/cT on:l nol: jinuznl X.-iv’-iox
• '1;V. ; .
'lo! I>oon o^Irr^^9Ji a sX wBfI:r Xom an'X *io voX’/* nX -
o^^oXv'drDl fl XEiid* CIO -a Ji noTbliiio Ijuiblvlbnl io v^i/Xr.
. Jju 'iqlx'i sc zjBb 7 nr 3anXi)nXX o:^'? to
oJ o'^-det saaXX lo v;^lXX'^--^oX&*.vfq sXnni :iS:>cf r.ad e 20^:3
» Jnsnovaiifoa ^nlu-o-^'r
ovnr, 'Snllx.^sH no yst^fXiiuor snU' lo i'locoE oifT
'la-ne oiiv; olicaJCT lU Xcal .cXJ o^ xii
,
noX *Xn5>co9"
• afilX/as'X 'loX j& 9 'iB(j9 ''tq XIs’' *:XJlC!;ps von sna 9 &f5'i^ XanXl o.XX
s*5 9 tsX'fsq'-rs nnn lo SDitsXxocp:- or!? X 9 %-X33i-lfpi.i osXii iX
:o sXonc arf? no ^X->3'ii!X 'r. pna 3.0X1 asn nol
.^.nXXaarx cpIrifiX^nScf nol toJXaXjpe'ia^rq lo a^Xioa n ^DoniXnsqxs
ovjt! 2*j.? ajo'-'s/rrJr. ^^nocs-: Bld.S ';o n^'XJ^oXXcfwq sci? oonXc
^anXl'ias ofiJ lo e.TioQ . -nXX-ii'f rnXXiisn o? 3aX^>Xj'f oh^i2 nss^
3oir iu!^ lo ;;2ij la.'.ind n.\'', »I ‘Ut/-£nX.. X •;'
•
--x'r" X n-iucb X^'orfo^ 'r '.^nsual': zaonJL?.naH
:
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of these studies emphasized the in^jortance of better prepara-
tion for reading by calling attention to the large percentage
of non-promotions at the end of the first grade due to failure
to make satisfactory progress in reading#
Mental Age and Beginning Reading . One problem that has
been studied extensively in beginning reading is mental age#
As early as in 1925, Arthur^studied the progress of one
hundred seventy-one first-grade children and reached the con-
clusion that mental age is a very in5>ortant factor in reading
achievement# Studies by McLaughlin^ in Los Angeles and in
San Diego, also supplied evidence that many of the first-grade
pi5)lls assigned to reading classes were mentally so Immature
that they were unable to learn to read successfully#
The results of such studies were soon sv^tplemented by
findings concerning the optimum mental age for beginning
reading. As early as in 1929, Raybold ^showed that piQ)ils
with a mental age of seventy-six months made more rapid pro-
gress in learning to read than those who were less mature# Two
years later, after further research, Moiphett and Wash-
1 Grace Arthur, “A Quantitative Study of the Results of
Groining First-Grade Classes According to Mental Age ."Journal
of Educational Research
. 12; 173-1^5; October, 1925.
2 Katherine L. McLaughlin, "First-Grade Readiness and*
Retardation," Research Committee
.
California Kindergarten
Primary Association . p.3b. 1928#
3 Emma Raybold, "Reading Readiness in Children Entering
First Grade," Third Yearbook of the Psychology and Educational
Sch. Publlcation .l^'5:9^.10-ili tLos Angeles . California. 1929.
w
6burne^ con5)ared the progress of first-grade pupils of
different chronological and mental ages in vocabulary mastery,
oral reading, and general reading progress, eind concluded
that a mental age of 6*5 years is the optimum time at \diich
to begin reading* They found, however, that some pupils
between the mental ages of 6.0 and 6*5 made satisfactory
progress.
One very provocative study tends further to show the
significance of the intelligence quotient and mental age for
success in the first grade. This was a study made by Bigelow^
^o described in detail the school progress of under-age
children. The following results are concluded with regard
to admittance to first grade £ind the initial reading program:
1. If a child is chronologically between six years
old and six years and four months old and has an
intelligence quotient of 110 or over, he is practically
certain to succeed in school.
2. A child less than six years old chronologically
with an intelligence quotient of 120 or over will succeed,
but personality factors should be considered.
3. If a child is below six years old chronologically
and has an intelligence quotient below 110, his chance
of success is small. It would be much better for such
children not to atteii5>t the work of Grade I until later.
4. Children below six years old chronologically with
^
1 Mabel Vogel Morphett and Carleton Washbourne, "^fhen
ShQuld Children Begin to Read?” Elementary School Journal. 31:
496-503 ; March, 1931.
2 Elizabeth Bigelow, "School Progress of Under-Age
Children.
"
Elementary School Journal .35: 1S6-192; November, 1934

Intelligence quotients of 110-??.9 (and children chrono-
logically between six yearr old and six years and four
months old with Intelligence quotients of 100-109) have
a fair chance of success. Children in this gror^) should
be Studied carefully, consideration being given to their
social, emotional and physical development, home
conditions, et cetera.
5* If a child is below six years old chronologically
fiUid has a mental age of six years and ten months or above,
he is practically certain to succeed in school. If his
mental age is between six years and eight months and six
years and nine months. Inclusive, he has a good chance of
success.
6. A child who is chronologically below six years and
four months of age and whose mental age is below six years
has practically no chance of success.
7. A child chronologically below six years of age with
mental age between six years and seven months and six years
and three months, inclusive, has some chance of success if
he is sufficiently mature physically, socially and
emotionally.
As early as in 1930, Deputy^ gave first-grade pupils a
mental test, a visual association test, a test of word selec-
tion, a visual-auditory association test, and a test of content
comprehension and recall. Correlations between the test scores
and reading achievement showed that the mental test provided
the best single means of predicting reading achievement. The
other tests, however. Increased the predictive value of the
mental test.
I. EFFECT OF INTELLIGENCE
In a discussion of the relationship between intelligence
1 Erby Chester Deputy, "Predicting First Grade Reading
Achievement," A Study in Reading Readiness. Teachers College
Contributions to Education. ^26: 62,
10 t.up ‘3 0no5XXu..''*tn^
xlQ hfi^' ^tc 3'X£‘^'!; 'fiB nssv/^od'
rr&n (C-'./X-OOX io 3 ^;ijl-f!;jp ooxierj^lI'siciX r{«i>** 5Iq oirnoiii
.e»JUicrCe sirt? nX . -^sa-^o^a to 60fiar.o b
:»u nsvia
owoiX X^i'^ie'tilq i ’XM Xblio ^.Xo-.ao ^i^Xoce
;t?
vif^r'O-bjoXcrft^f'c: X’lQ P"T >3t wol'eX si eihlo is tl
nvo « I^ucEi X)i'.^ 2'X?.9'i ::lEi to o^ Xi^no:^ 3 8:3n
' VI rtl L9t.oo-3 o3 ftliitoo v.Xidoi^f'/i'xq ai. Oa
>;Ia P^^^i ?;ififfiori vT-i^Xo I>ni5 xl3 xi9s»/J jq s^-O I'ijzoi:i
'Q oofis^c X^cCj B C5;ixl £il ^a//cuXonI j Bi'trno&i ?iila £rtt artr-^^x
. aaoooijn
3(10 3'I.X!9V; x/a v’oXecf v.i:ir.o:i40j:oriovt£;o ai or^v btUio^A
6‘x80^ xia woXoo* al ogs XAlnan -: jo " .>xiB e^a to 3x5«ri.'i2 '-l; :
, .^Osjxoua io oofiB-'io on \,XXfcOj.«0B'iq OBiv
rflXvr 9^n to ti^r-ao': xii* uoXecf C30jt^oXono>iiio Sllrio I
8 *xjso'^ xifii on/s JxX'Jnon n^'vor; finja ::Ia ndCvWl^*!
it ^doooifB, to ^onx^lo sum aari ,avi'=vXoni ^afwiiOi^ oorclt
f>na vXX^ioos oo;jjA'a qX^fr-i*Iom;;a ai erf
,*;XIb*io1j crjo
a oXXt^'c aon'Xp-IS'iit av.en ni ca 'p.'iBs aA
-ooXor. JS'iDW Io ;tooj i3 ,t 3©t noXv elootiaa X: li 3 Xv xj ,taai Ie^n?:J
to t?.o^ .0 rnx5 ^^3^* :io '. 5 Bioo^o.' '^'cod’iiLi;B-Xrf.(3i7 r. ,f.‘oIt
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8and reading ability, Witty and Kopel generalized: 1
The relationship between intelligence and
reading ability Is positive, although low Intelligence
I is Infrequently a cause of poor reading. This paradox
requires explanation* Intelligence In behavior Is
reflected In the perception, assimilation, and
organization of meanings* Reading, a discriminative
and understanding reaction to word symbols. Is but
one of the many specialized, abstract experiences
and activities In life which necessitate for their
conprehension and performance the functions or
processes attributed above to Intelllgence-ln-operataon*
Intelligence, moreover. Is a social function: the
criteria of Intelligent behavior in the Individual
are found in social values and activities. Hence, a
society which extensively utilized reading as a
means of communication necessarily places it in its
concept of intelligence* Reading Is thus merely
one Individualization of intelligent behavior* Valid
tests of reading, therefore, should show very close
correspondence with adequate tests of intelligence*
These conclusions were sipplemented by the findings of
2Senour who conpared the value of the Detroit Flrst-G-rade In-
telligence Test and the Metropolitan Reading Readiness Test*
He found that either test may be used to advantage in predict-
ing success in reading. Wright3 ^Grand^ Calvert, 5 Huggett,^ and
1 Paul A. VJltty and David Kopel
.
“Reading and the Edu-
cative Process (Boston: G-inn and Company, 193$/ , 225*
2 A*D .Senour v”Coiiparlson of Two Instruments for Measur-
ing Reading Readiness . "Report of American Research Association
of the NEAT 17S-1S3; 1937V ^
3 William vr. Wright ,"Reading Readiness - A Prognostic
Study," Bulletin. School of Education . Indiana University, Bloom-
ington, IndlanaTl2V"3T^^^^”^
4- Albert Grand, "A Conparison of the Metropolitan Readi-
ness Tests and the Pintner-Cunningham Primary Mental Test,"
Elementary School Journal
.
nI-126; October, 193^
5 Everett Calvert, "Predicting Acconpllshment in Begln-
nin^^^Reading," California Journal of Elementary Education . 6;
6 A.J.Huggett ."An Experiment in Reading Readiness ."Jour-
nal of Educational Research 32; 263-270 > December, 193^
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Petty, ^ also support the conclusions of Witty and Kopel, in
studies reported. Some of the evidence presented Indicates
that a well-conceived reading-readiness test has slightly
greater predictive power than an intelligence test althou^
the difference la slight. Whereas the results of studies of
the relative merits of different reading-readiness tests
indicate that some of them rank higher than others, final
conclusions cannot he drawn until more extended studies have
heen made.
The ln^Dlications of the findings regarding the
relationship between mental ability and reading ability have
been discussed by Will Scarlet?, as follows;
Unfortunately, current among many people is
the belief that poor reading is identified exclusively
with the pD5)ll of low mentality. It is true that many
pupils have a low reading status because of their inferior
mental equipment. Such students, althoxigh many of them may
never attain the state of reading proficiency typical of
the normal student in their grade, may profit considerably
from specialized training in reading. But there is ample
evidence to Indicate that reading distress is common not
only among pupils of low mentality but also among normal
and siroerlor students. Owing to the highly developed
capacity of bright students for concealing their reading
weaknesses, this fact is largely unsuspected by the
average teacher. She is told that there is a high degree
of correlation between intelligence and reading ability.
|
It does not occur to her that a generalization of this
|
type tells her nothing about particular cases. Ineiqjeri-
enced in dealing with statistical terminology, the teacher
1 Mary Clare Petty, ”An Experimental Study of Certain
Factors Influencing Reading Readiness .
"
Journal of Educational
,
Psychology, 30: 215-230 ; March, 1939
2 vnil Scarlett , "The Reading Program in New York City."
Address to the National Council of Teachers of English, New
York Board of Education of the City of New York( mimeographed)
,
b-g; November 24, 1939
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leaps i5)on this statement with a loud huzzah, for the
statement provides her with idiat seems to he a way out of
a troublesome situation. From the statement she reasons
mistakenly that good readers are good because they are
bright and that poor readers are poor readers because they
are dull. She also decides that bright pi^jlls must be
good readers and dull pupils miist be poor ones. Applying
this type of reasoning to the classroom situation, the
teacher decides that bright pupils need no Instruction In
reading, and that pi5)lls of low mental status would not
benefit materially from It. Ergo, where is the need for
remedial reading?
Since reading is largely a "thinking" process, it
follows that mental maturity is a primary factor in reading
ability. A child of low mental ability is not likely to
succeed with typical reading activities because he has very
little to take to the printed page. On the other hand, some
children with normal or superior intelligence do not succeed
with reading, but that mental maturity does not insure
success*
II. EFFECT OF READING READINESS FACTORS
Bettsl prepared a detailed analysis of the factors
Involved in reading readiness. Eighteen different factors were
Identified and their relation to reading readiness considered
at length. Some of the more significant conclusions arrived
at were that "factors in reading readiness are inextricably
inter-related," that "because of the highly con^lex (nature)
of the reading process, no one factor stands out in bold re-
1 Emmett A. Betts , "Factors in Readiness for Reading
,
"Edi- 1-
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and “when a given element Is missing or lacking In
potency, the other elements take on different characteristics."
In a discussion of factors influencing reading readi-
ness, M, Lucille Harrison^ notes that:
In addition to the generalized factor of mental
age there are certain particular organizations within
the nervous system which are necessary for reading
success. They are; (l) the ability to see likenesses
and differences, (2) the ability to remember word forms
with freedom from aphasias and word-blindness, (3)
memory span of Ideas, (4) ability to do abstract think-
ing, and* (5) the ability to correlate abstractions
with definite modes of response as this ability is
related to the reading pi^ocess.
In order to secure a better understanding of the pro-
blems presented by the poor reader In grade one, eighty-three
pig)lls of Detroit were intensively studied. According to
Wilpple^ these p\:g5lls were given mental tests and oral and
silent reading tests. Through the use of these and other
records an effort was made to determine contributing causes.
A large proportion of cases were of the slow-learnlng type.
Further evidence was found In the fact that the most frequent
causes for reading difficulties were the use of Inappropriate
reading material and too early introduction of the child to
reading. Other contributing causes were: uncorrected
physical defects; Insufficient rest, physical deficiencies;
1 M. Lucille Harrison, Reading Readiness .revised ed.
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1$39)7 ^-9 ”
2 G-ertrude ^^hipple, "Remedial Programs In Relation to
Basic Programs of Reading," The Elementary School Journal. 44;
525-535; May, 1944
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poor diet, poor home environment; gaps in the child's learning.,
Among the constructive recommendations made, the following are
noteworthy: a sufficiently small number of pi^jils to each
teacher so as to permit adjustment of individual needs; greater
attention to the physical condition and equipment of pi;5)lls;
and sufficient preliminary instruction before reading is begun
to Insure a readiness to learn to read.
Investigators began to identify other factors and con-
ditions that Influenced or were associated with progress in
1 2learning to read* For exai;g)le, Risser and Elder, MacLatchy,
and Teegarden,3 found in general that pi5>ils who received
kindergarten training made more rapid progress in reading than
^
I
those vftio did not* Teegarden found also that kindergarten-
trained pi5)lls had less tendency to reverse and confuse lettered'
1
due
,
doubtless, to practice in observation and in the dis-
crimination of size for form*
Additional factors, such as physical fitness, emotional
stability, conduct, and general ability to do first-grade
work; experiences relating to the themes to which the selec-
tions in beginning reading material relates; ability to
I
discriminate between letters and words, and special training
j
1 Risser and Harry E. Elder, "The Relation Between Kin-
dergarten Training and Success in Elementary School , "Elementary
School Journal . 2g; 256-^9; December, 1927
2 Josephine MacLatchey, "Attendance at Kindergarten and
Progress in Primary G-rades .
"
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In language in the case of children with foreign-language
handicaps, were called attention to by other investigators,
such as Reed^ and Waters *2
The flndlngs3^ to date, would seem to indicate that,
among all factors on reading readiness, the major In^ortance
must rest i5)on:
a. adequate mental 'age or maturity
b. good hearing
c. adequate visual powers and habits
d. emotional adjustment
e. adjustment to the school situation
f. desire to read
g. specific skills In the reading process, such as
the possession of a range of concepts, ability
to follow directions, visual discrimination,
auditory dbcrimination, and con^jrehenslon of
a short sin^jle story.
The presence, or absence, of these abilities and skills
In varying degrees provides a pattern for predicting success
in reading and for guiding the child* s growth in reading.
The report by Witty and Kopel^ has been preceded and
followed by a series of intensive studies which aimed to
1 Mary M. Reed, "An Investigation of Practices in First
Grade Admission and Promotion. "Teachers College Contributions
to Education
.
290 : 12-136; 1927
2 Doris Waters ."Pre-Reading Experiences," Education; ,5^s
305-312; January, 193^
3 "Determining Readiness for Reading," Division of
Tests and Measurements, Educational Research Bulletin
.
Bureau
of Reference, Research and Statistics of the New York City
Schools, New York, Forward ; January, 19^
4
Paul Witty and David Kopel, op. cit.
.
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determine with great accuracy the relation of varloiis factors
to success or failure In beginning reading. The findings
of Gates and Bond^ Indicated that reading readiness Is not
determined uniformly by the presence of certain attitudes
or attainments, but rather Is the result of combinations
of factors that differ somewhat In ^individual cases. Further-
more, the data secured showed that physiological handicaps,
especially sensory, may interfere with progress In reading
at any stage of development. In such cases, the remedy lies,
in part at least, in the "correction of the difficulties or
adjustments to them"Anstead of merely waiting for time to
cure them.
The value of specific auditory and visual training
In promoting growth in reading was studied by Muiphy and
Junkins,2 in the case of piQ)ils who had made little or no
progress in reading during a first semester. Experimentation
showed that a combination of auditory and visual discrimina-
tion lessons, as a part of the reading program, .greatly
reduced reading failures In the first grade.
1 Arthur I. Gates and Guy Lorraine Bond, "Reading
Readiness — A Study of Factors Determining Success or
Failure In Beginning Reading." Teachers Colleere Record. 37:
679-25; May, 1936 ^
2 Helen A. Muiphy and Kathryn Junklns, "Increasing
the Rate of Learning in First-Grade Reading." Education, 62:
37-39; September, 19^1
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In a study made on auditory and speech characteristics, i
Bond^concludes that:
... It becomes apparent that some relationship exists
between the method of Instruction and the extent to
which auditory abilities are factors associated with read-
ing disability. If the pv5>il is exposed to an oral-
phonetic type of instruction, auditory ability appears
to be a factor of lnportance in relation to reading
disability* If, on the contrary, the pijpils are tau^t
predominantly look-and-say techniques, auditory factors
do not maintain their dominant position as characterizing
elements associated with inadequate reading performances.
pAmong the reasons given by Johnson'^for a lack of
readiness in reading, the following one is cited here:
Possibly the most common reason for the lack of
maturity found in first grade lies in the physical and
medical history of the child. Case histories indicate
that records of contagious diseases, undernourishment,
and physical defects affecting si^t, hearing, and
glandular development offer some explanation for the
lack of readiness. Children who have had the advantage
of noiu'lshing food and orderly care with a record of
minimum illness make yip the great majority of those of
average or siperior attainments ... Defects of sight and
hearing are determined early, for they play an inportant
part in producing lack of readiness to read. In many
cases these defects accompeiny other factors, the
combination tending to produce immaturity and to
accentuate the difficulty. !
|i
Specific studies of factors that correlate highly with
|
I
reading achievement in the first grade were made by Wilson, 3 |
who found that letter-perception abilities correlated more
j
closely wltlj progress in reading than any other items
1 G-uy Loraine Bond,”The Auditory and Speech Character-
istics of Poor Readers.” NewL_York Bureau of Publications
^
Teachers College, Columbia University, p.4j; 1935
2 ’William H. Johnson, “Development of the Chlcagp Pro-
f
rajn to Aid Pupils hacking Reading. Readiness
.
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studied* He criticized the prevalence of vague concepts of
reading ability and urged that added en^jhasls be placed \;5)on
the abilities involved in perceiving the symbols making up
the words*
In a summary of studies published during a three-year
period, Kopel^ took the position that "provision of readiness
or preparatory programs for immature children is beneficial
in so far as they provide worthy educative experiences and
foster balanced growth of the whole child.” He criticized
many readiness programs because of their narrowness and their
apparent objective of easing the child into ”an inflexible
and poor-fitting reading curriculum. He maintained that
the prevention of poor reading depends on subordinating read-
ing-readiness activities to a curriculum organized around
significant enterprises* He also challenges the validity
of thinking in terms of "reading readiness," and "early
stages in reading," as different* He maintains that they are
not "two widely separated periods of development (but) ...
stages in the same basic process of learning to read*"^
Evidence of sex differences in reading achievement was
was r^orted by at least three investigators* Samuels 5gave
1 David Kop el, "Reading Problems of Pressing Inport-
ance," Review of Educational Research, 13:
~~2 Ibid.
3 Ibid
5 F*Samuels , "Sex Differences in Reading Achievement,"
Journal of Educational Research, 36 : February, 19^3
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a series of tests to pi5)lls and found differences in reading
achievement between boys and girls that were statistically
significant* The girls ranked higher in reading, to a
greater or less extent. These findings parallel, in general,
the results of previous studies.
All good teaching is diagnostic. Identification of the
pupil's needs and appraisal of his growth go hand-in-hand
with the developmental activities used. In diagnosing readi-
ness to read, the child’s language development is of great
importance. His speech habits, his speaking vocabulary, his
control over language structure, his interest in visual
symbols, and his curiosity about books and about his environ-
ment should be evaluated. Equally inqportant factors are his
social adjustments, emotional stability, work and play habits,
mental maturity, motor development, and physical health.
The relationship of reading-readiness factors to the
school program has been discussed by Smith and Jensen, in
part, as follows:
Reading readiness means the maturation of all the
mental, physical, and emotional factors involved in the
reading process. Regardless of the chronological age of
the child, the point at which the child's growth and
development of these factors should be the point at vhich
the reading process begins. To take wholly into
account these factors would necessitate changes in the
school curriculum and school program in order to adjust
1 Charles A. Smith and Myrtle R. Jensen, ” Educational,
Psychological, and Physiological Factors in Reading Readlnes3,
”
Elementary School Journal ,3b t 5^3; Aprll-May ,193^
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Instruction to the needs of each child and to make pro-
vision for many more types of educational activity at
the first-grade level. The adoption of such a program
would xmdoubtedly eliminate much of the present
retardation and remedial work necessarily carried on In
the majority of schools.
A limited number of experiments have been reported
v^lch aimed to deteimilne the effect on reading readiness of
changes Introduced Into the program of the school. Waters^
studied the types of experiences that p\;rolls should have In
order to read and understand the content of the readers used
In the first grade. She then sought to provide In the
kindergarten the types of experiences needed. As one result,
she found that an experimental group made a much more rapid
progress than did a control groi;^:^ In reading In the first
grade
.
2Peterson used the results of reading-readiness tests,
and other types of Information, In classifying first-grade
pupils into ''ready to read" and "transition" groi;5)S. The
latter groijp was given special training which aimed to prepare
them for reading. The rapid progress made in reading during
the remainder of the year, caused Peterson to conclude that
the orientation program had been very successful. Woods ^
secured evidence of the value of so-called transition rooms
1 Doris Vfaters, Ibid.
2 Inez B, Peterson, "The '’eadlng Readiness Program of the
Ironwood Public Schools .
"
Elementary School Journal, 37
i
February, 1937
3 E.L* Woods, et al,"A Study of the Entering BI Child-
ren Iji the^Lps Angeles. CTTy Schools .Journal of Educational Re-
searcn. 9-lS: sjptember. 1937
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in which training and experience that prepare tor reading were
provided. Although she admitted that the adoption of this
plan had proved helpful to individual piplls, she felt that
It obscured the real need which, in her judgment, was the
postponement of reading. In the light of the facts presented
earlier, her assumption may be seriously questioned. Evidence
of the value of a well-concerned reading readiness program
was secured by Rlng^ who gave specific attention to the
physical, personal, and intellectual development of pupils
during the first half year before reading instruction was
Introduced. She found that the reading readiness groip pro-
gressed faster after reading was begun than did two other
groips of comparable size, chronological age and mental age.
Rames^ makes the statement that “each child is a
separate and unique being and therefore has his o>m normal
rate of speed in learning. "3 She believes that the rate of
learning for Individuals is not a fixed thing; that it may
be ‘stepped up’ or slowed down; and that it has a range beyond
which one cannot go with safety. “This range,” she writes,
“may be called the ability range. The good teacher will
always recognize a normal rate of speed in learning. "Of
1 E.F. Ring, "Effectiveness of a Reading Readiness Pro-
gram as Sho-jm by Results of Standardized Tests , "California
Journal of Elementary Education
. 9: 91-9^; November, 19^
2 Bertha Rames, "Don’t Try to Standardize Rate of
Learning," Instructor
.
p.l5; Nay, 1944
3 Op . cit »
4- Ibid.
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all the children promoted at the end of the school year, fully
one-third have had their normal rate of speed in learning
Interfered with, either through acceleration or through
retardation."!
A first-grade program that is designed to promote
reading readiness and give initial instruction in reading
must be concerned with study of the individual child; his
I
level of mental, physical, and emotional maturity, his needs
and his Interests. In such a program, the Interest and
ability of teachers in recognizing children’s problems, and
in worldLng toward their solution, are highly inportant
factors. It requires resourcefulness and shill to devise
effective methods for studying children and to provide the
needed learning experiences.
Gates^ secured evidence which does not Justify the
postponement of reading until children are 3 or 9 years
of age. By en5)loylng modern methods, vrell adapted to in-
dividual differences, he found that reasonable progress in
learning to read can be made by the majority of first-grade
p\;5)ils. He concludes, therefore, that "statements concerning
the necessary mental age at vdilch a piQjll can be intrusted
to learn to read are essentially meaningless. "3 He does
5 Arthur I Gates, "Ihe Necessary Mental Age for Begin-
ning Reading," Elementary School Journal
. 37 1 ^97-50^ I ^"^^rch,
1 Bertha Rames, Ibid .
3 Arthur I. Gates, op
.
cit .
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not deny that mental age Is a factor In reading readiness nor
does he oppose the plan " cf attenuating to determine the
mental-age level or other characteristics of the pi:?)ll needed
for making a successful beginning In reading.” His findings
en5)haslze the in5)ortance of studying these factors In relation
to the nature of the program followed in teaching beginning
reading.
Paralleling the appearance of Harrison's report, Witty
and Kopel^ prepared a survey of the studies of reading readi-
ness to determine the amount and character of the progress
made in this field. As a result of this analysis, they
concluded that reading should be delayed "until children's
background of experience and mental growth enable them to
find meaning in the tasks presented to them; and until this
this process of maturation has engendered a condition in
which reversals are fex^r and perception of words and other
meaningful units is possible. They implied that reading
should be postponed for most children until they are about
eight or nine years old although they realize that "some will
turn spontaneously, joyfully and successfully to reading In
&rade I (or earlier). "3
1 Paul A. VJitty and David Kopel
,
"Preventing Reading
Disability;" The Reading Readiness Factor .
"
Educational Ad-
ministrator and Supervisor
,
22: 4oi-4lg; September, 195(5
2 Ibid.
3
Ibid
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III. THE VALUE OF READINO READINESS TESTS
Factors influenclnf? the prediction of first-grade
achievement . As tests of reading readiness developed, studies
of their relative merits and of their value as conqpared to or
used In conj\mctlon with mental tests, were made*
After having reviewed all of the evidence available.
Witty and Kopel concluded that "when used In conjunction with
an Intelligence test and teachers’ Judgments or reading readi-
ness In terms of health and physical and social matvirlty, these
devices appear very helpfxal In determining when children
should begin to receive reading Instruction."^
Stimulated by such findings as those of Deputy of an
earlier period, a number of other Investigators have atteu^ted !
to develop reading-readiness tests. Lee, Clark and Lee, 3 for
example, prepared a test vdilch, according to their data, has a
reliability coefficient of .97 a-nd predicts scores on reading
j
tests "better than tvjo Intelligence tests," and more accurately
than did kindergarten teachers through the use of a scale of
quill ties designed for the purpose. Monroe^ also prepared a
1 Paul A, Witty and David Kopel , "Preventing Reading
Disability -The Reading Ree.dlness Factor." Educational Admlnis-
trator ana Supervisor
.
22; 401-41S; September,’ 195°
2 J. Murray Lee. Willis W. ,and Dorris May Lee, "Meas-
uring Reading Readiness, Elementary School Journal. 3^: 656-66 ;
May, 193^
3 Marion Monroe, "Reading Aptitude Tests for the Pre-
diction of Success and Failure In Beginning Reading," Education
.
56 ; 7-1^; September, 193^
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battery of reading-aptitude tests (visual, auditory, motor,
articulation, language, and laterality) and presented evidence
of their value in predicting success or failure in first-grade
reading.
Witty ^says.
It has been found that a number of developmental
conditions must be secured before success in reading
can reasonably be e^^ected; in some cases, low
intelligence plays a dominant role in causing failure,
others, meagre experience seems to be a contributing
factor. It is generall conceded that readiness is a
developmental condition in ^diich a variety of factors
play Inportant roles. Reading readiness tests have '
Inportant but limited value in a reading program that
is rich and varied.
i
Real progress has been made in securing an understand- .
Ing of the factors and conditions that influence reading
readiness and the types of measures that predict success in
I
learning to read. V/ith the facts now available it should be
|
possible to carry on studies that will be very productive in
i
clarifying thinking concerning the requisites for learning to
|
read, in developing tests that will reveal the extent of a
j
pipll*s readiness for reading, and in modifying teaching in ,
the pre-reading period in order to promote desirable types of
j
growth.
In an analysis of problems relating to the determination,
and use of reading readiness, Kopel points out the fact that
1 Paul A. Witty, ‘'Modem Interpretations of Readiness for
Educat^npl Administration and Superintendents
.
32 ; I
2„Davld Kopel , "Reading Readiness,r I'ts Determination !
and Use," Teachers Uollege Jom*nal ,l3: 64-70; Terre Haute, Ind-
iana. Indiana 3tate Teachers College, Janiiary, 1942
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the amount and quality of a child* a pre-school actlvltues form
Important criteria or basis for curriculum construction and
educational guidance for the first grade. A critical review
of the value of specific meastires of reading readiness led to
the conclusion that the follovdng factors are Important In
determining the statue of the child* s development: Intelligence,
i
test scores, readiness test data, data on Informal reading,
performance, health and physical status, data on emotional
and social grov;th, on language usage and on experimental
background.
24
As a result of achievement tests given to two hundred
thirty-six first-grade p\;5)lls, the Department of Educational
Research^at Toronto University, reached the following con-
I
elusions:
!j
(a) There is a reasonably high correlation (.56)
I
between intelligence and reading achievement; (b) eitha:* '
; MA or IQ may be used as estimates for prediction pur-
|
poses; (c) correlations for children repeating the
grade were the same as those for pupils making normal 1
progress. For further study of the reasons for this
'
disturbing fact, a reading readiness test, in addition
to those used in the investigation, was recommended
(45.5)
|-
j
It should not be a surprise, then, to find that
I
statistics collected In recent years, and reported by Averillf
1 "Predicting Reading Achievement in the First &rade,"
Educational Research Series No. 9 1 Toronto, Ontario. The Depart-
ment of Educational Research. Ontario College of Education .
p.'K;- 19^;
2 Lawrence A. Averlll, "School Readiness, School Ad-
mission, and Flrst-Orade Objectives," The Commonwealth of
Massachusetts Department of Education . January, l9^
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show that approximately 20 per cent of the first-grade chlldrai
fail, or perhaps, to state the fact more accurately, are not
promoted* The school authorities at Gary, Indiana, for
exaii^jle, affirm that the majority of first-grade entrants are
not ready for reading at the beginning of the school year,
more than 50 per cent of them testing under six years of mental
age* The California Kindergarten Primary Association reports
that one-fourth of all first-grade pii^^lls fall to be promoted
at the end of the year* It is reported from A3a*on, Ohio, that
eighteen out of every one hundred children who enter the first
grade fall of promotion at the end of the first semester*
Pittsburg school authorities find non-promotion in the IB
grade to be 23*9 per cent of all entrants, with 17*1 per cent
non-promotion in the lA grade* From the Principals* Reports
of Reading Unreadiness in the Chicago Schools, it may be seen
that in the first semester of 193^ "to 1939, of the beginning
IB pi^lls 16 *3 per cent were definitely not ready to read,
with an addUaonal 12 *g per cent probably not ready, making a
total of 29.1 per cent of unpr^ared p\:5)lls* In schools of
Newton, Massachusetts, a study made in 1937 indicated that of
the seven hundred sixty-seven pi;5)ils in the first grade, IS
per cent were doing unsatisfactory work in reading as late as
the following February*
The fact was en^jhaslzed by certain investigators that
reading readiness tests differ in predictive value among
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among school and pupils* It is pointed out by Petty, 1 for
example, that such factors as home, social status, health, and
disciplinary or personality might outweigh the Influence of
certain other factors that correlate highly, In general, with
2
success In learning to read* Again, Bates, Bond, and Russell
en5>hasize the fact that:
The extent that the teacher's methods Influence
the p\:5)il's techniques of learning, they also affect
the predictive value of tests* Thus, If a teacher
effectively emphasized early phonetic attack, tests
of blending, rhyming, etc.,are likely to give higher
correlations with reading progress In her class than
In the class of a teacher who places less emphasis
on the phonetic approach*
Thus, step by step, various facts and conditions that must be
considered in determining the predictive value of reading-
readiness tests are being Identified*
A correlation of plus *75, between her reading aptitude
test and reading achievement, was found by Monroe *3 Her
findings indicated also that of the 25 per cent of the child-
|
!
ren who secured the lowest scores on her test, satisfactory
first-grade reading was done by them*
The value of reading-readings tests In making prog-
noses of progress In reading, and classifying grade-one pupils
1 kary Clare Petty, ”An Experimental Study of Certain
Factors Influencing Reading Readiness,” Journal of Educational
Psychology .30: 215-230; March, 1939
2 A.I.Oates ,C.L*Eond and D *H* Russ ell , “Methods of Deter-
mining Reading Readiness .
”
New York Bureau of Publications ,
Teachers College , Columbia Unlversity,p.55;1939
3 Marlon Monroe. "Reading Aptitude Tests for the Predlc^
og^S^ccgss aj^^gallure in Be^nnlng Reading,” Education
.
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for purposes of reading instruction has been widely discussed
during recent years# Previous studies have shown that
correlations between scores on reading-readiness tests and
progress in reading have usually varied from .4l to .66#
Questions naturally arise as to the relative value of teach-
er's judgment and reading-readiness tests, Carr and Michaels^
found rank order correlations between teachers* rankings of
pi;5)lls, in November, and scores on reading tests at the end
of the year. The average coefficient was ,79 and the range
was from ,64 to ,94, The Investlg ators concluded that readi-
ness tests may be used to advantage to supplement teacher
Judgment early in the term, and in the case of groi5)S that
are relatively homogenous.
G-rowth in reading in the first grade was studied by
Boney and Lynch^ vAio tested pi;5)lls monthly to determine the
number of words learned. The records obtained indicated that
the pupils differed radically in their rate of growth.
Additional facts revealed by the study were "whether the
[j
child's progress is fast or slow, there is never any regressloA
i
Sion from a high to a low area" 3 of achievement, that there
;j
i
is a "high relationship between growth in reading and ability '
to retain words and Interest in reading. h4
1 J.W.Carr, Jr,
,
and M, 0,Michael s , "Reading Readiness
Tests and G-rouping of First-G-rade Entrants ."Elementary English
Review .lg; 133-13S; April, 1941— > 'X i —
2 C.DeW. Boney and J.E.Lynch "A Study of Reading G-rowlhs
in the Primary G-rades
,
"Elementary English Review, 29: 115-121;
April,1Q4|^^ 4 Ibid.
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The studies reported during the year throw Interesting
light on the relationship between certain factors and progress
In reading* It was found by Kerster^ that It Is possible "for
children who enter Grade I before they reach the age of six
to make normal progress In reading during the first year*"^
However, the gains made tend to disappear during the summer
months, with under-age pi5)lls. This loss Is not made vip In
succeeding years, "and these pupils tend to be permanently
retarded to about the same degree as they are at the beginning
!
of Grade 2. "3 Roslow^ secured evidence shoT^rlng that Intelll- i
I
gence and the other qualities or characteristics measured by
mental and reading-readiness tests Influence reading progress
significantly* He also found that, under appropriate con-
ditions, children below a mental age of six, and below the
average In Intelligence quotient and In reading readiness,
|
can learn to read* No evidence was cited concerning the
|
permanence of their progress* Other Investigators, namely.
Peck and Mcviothlln^^ correlated scores of Information and
1 B*0*Kerster, "Reading Skills Acquired by Five-Xear-
Old Children," Elementary School Journal ,4l; 5^7-96; April .19^1
2 Ibid *
3 Ibid .
4 Sidney Hoslow, "Reading Readiness and Reading
Achievement in First Grade," Journal of Experimental Education.
9: 154-159; December, 19^0
5 Leigh Peck and Lillian E*McClothlln . "Children* s In-
formation and Success in First-Grade Reading," Journal of
Educational Psychology, 31: 653-654; December, 1946
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1
reading-readiness tests concerning mental age and personality
adjiistment with progress in learning to read, euid secured
correlations of .617, *623, *622, and ,604 respectively*
In^jortant sources of Information about a particular
child are: teacher observation, kindergarten records,
results of Informal and standardized tests, conferences with
parents and with the child himself* Many teachers record
their observations of each child* s social adaptabilltyj his
personal habits; how he gets along with other children; into
which gro\;5) he fits best; his contributions to the grot?);
the satisfactions he gains from ^rovip contacts; his Interests
and attitudes; and his work habits and skills*
The majority of schools keep records of physical
examinations, and of observations of general health and
physical maturity* Observations of everyday activities are
valuable guides as to whether or not a child has developed
the motor coordination and control necessary for reading* Of
the physical factors, vision and hearing most vitally affect
progress in reading, and the teacher needs to be alert to
detect any such sensory deficiencies. Should she suspect any
defect in vision or in hearing, she should automatically
recommend an examination for that particular chlldj and she
should also make any seating adjustments that will enable that
child to see or to hear to better advantage*

A mental age of six and one-half years Is thought by
many reading authorities to be essential to success In begln-
I nlng reading. The teacher should bear in mind, however,
that mental age and chronological age are not synonymous.
Many children reach a mental age of six and one-half years
at an earlier chronological age, and vice versa, A range of
severe years in mental age will be found in the average
I
first-grade class, A child* s mental age is one of the many
factors that the teacher should take into account in deter-
mining his state of readiness for beginning reading, and this
probably can be measured most accurately by means of a
standardized test.
In further summarization of the research and \diat has
been accon^jllshed, or atteii5)ted, it would seem possible to
assume that both reading-readiness tests and intelligence tests
can be used to predict reading success fairly satisfactorily.
The predictive value of a test, it should be remembered,
however, varies from class to class, depending i5>on the piipils
and the nature of instruction given, v^ilch may account for
the fluctuation in the values of these two measuring instru-
ments.
\:i:’ *tXc^r'-ano 6ns ;<t 3 'X'^ 9j;S Xs^n-sn A
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CHAPTER III
THE STUDY
This study was undertaken, as has been stated in
Chapter I, In an effort to determine, insofar as possible
the predictive value of the two tests, the Pintner-
Cunnin^am Primary Mental Test and the Marlon Monroe Aptitude
Test as con^jared v/ith the Metropolitan Reading Achievement
Test, in securing reading achievement results in grade one*
I. THE STUDY PROPER
Restatement of the problem . The purpose of this study
is to determine how accurately the above-mentioned tests,
the Pintner-Cunningham General Ability Primary Test and the
Monroe Reading Aptitude Test, Primary Form, predict reading
achievement in grade one*
Planning and organizing the study * In formulating
plans for this evaluation study, consideration was directed
toward the procurement of the statistics and data necessary
|
for this investigation*
Description of investigation * The plan of this study
is to determine by the correlation technique the relationship
of the intelligence and readiness tests to reading achieve-
ment and to reveal, by the method of critical ratio, the
31
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Objects, discrimination of size, picture parts, picture com-
pletion and dot drawings* This test has a correlation
coefficient of validity of .250 kindergarten, *73 (299 cases)
and .23 (72 cases) with Stanford-Blnet test. The reliability
coefficient is .33. Probable error of measurement e:^ressed
In terms of standard scores Is 3*6* The test procedure follow-
ed the directions outlined in the manual* The test is
designed to give a mental age score, and quotient scores. The
mean, standard deviation and the coefficient of correlation
\rere conputed betv/een mental age, reading readiness and read-
ing achievement, and between quotient scores, reading readiness
and reading achievement in order to determine the efficiency
of the prediction of reading success.
Monroe Reading Aptitude Tests , Primary Form . Informa-
tion was derived from the Monroe leading Aptitude Tests,
Primary Form, 1935* concerning the pre-reading skills vdilch are
related to reading achievement. This test consists of sub-
tests In vlsiial, auditory, motor, articulation, and language. i
I
Percentile scores are given on the various types of tests as
well as on the total scores. This test has a correlation co- i
!
efficient of *75 ^ reliability coefficient of .37*
|
Metropolitan Reading Achievement Test .Primary I, Form S.
,
I
This test, for grade one (revised)
,
measures: (l) word picture, I
(2) word recognition, and (3) word meaning. Raw scores, grade
equivalent scores and percentile scores are derived. Percentile

significance of sex differences and differences In high,
average, and low mental abilities.
II. THE TESTS
Personnel of study . In October 19^ Q , the two tests
were administered to all of the children in the first grade in
a community in the Greater Boston area. These children are
from better than average socio-economic level. Approximately
two hundred seventy-five children were tested. Children re-
peating grade were not included in this study. Con^jlete data
was available on two hundred sixty-seven children for this
study only, since some of the p\;?)il8 missed one or two of the
tests given.
In May, 19^, the Metropolitan Achievement Test! was
'
I
given to the same children that had taken the first two tests. '
Description of tests . Intelligence was measured for
this study by means of the Pintner-Cunningham General Ability
|
Test, Primary Test. This test measures the general mental
I
ability of piplls from kindergarten to first half of second ;
grade. The separate factors measured by the seven sub-tests i
are; common observation, aesthetic differences, associated
|
1 Gertrude H. Hildreth, Metropolitan Achievement Teste
,
Primary I, Battery Form S (Boston; ^ftrld Wook Co., 19^)
Revised edition. Cf. Appendix. I

rscores are used In this study. Only one test is a timed-test,
word picture. This test was administered late in May, 19^9* A
check of the tests revealed that there were two hundred sixty-
seven test scores available for use in this study.
Predictive value of mental test Jto intelligence groups .
To evaluate to some extent how different levels of intelli-
gence Influenced the predictive value of a test, individuals
were classified into groiqjs according to intelligence quotients
which were obtained by them on the Plntner-Cunnln^am Q-eneral
Ability Test, Primary Test I. As there was a range from a low
of 6l to a high of 153 intelligence irtthln this groi^), the
individuals having intelligence quotients from 6l to 90 were
classified in the low groi:?). The second groiQ) was conposed
of children with an intelligence quotient from 91 “to 110,
which was the average, and the ones having an Intelligence
quotient above 110 were considered in the sii^jerlor grot?).
Correlations between Intelligence and reading age were conq^uted
I for each groi;^) from this data.
Sex differences within the group . In investigations
of individual differences, varying degrees of differences
between the sexes have been noted. Dr. Durrell reported, in
his lecture, that from the reading disability cases broti^t to
the Boston University Educational Clinic it was found that for
;
every one girl retarded in reading there were ten boys who
,^S9J~5oaj'j /i Bl T3e^t 9Hq air{c^ ^^ J^eaji sv; ni/‘iwOn
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were reading problems, and that sex differences were early
apparent In grade one* Therefore, some significant data were
derived from making a comparison of reading readiness scores
and reading achievement scores according to sex* Each pupil’s
test score from the Plntner-Cunnln^am General Ability Test,
Primary Test I, the Monroe Reading Aptitude Test, Primary Form,
and the Metropolitan Reading Achievement Test, Primary I, Form
S, were tabulated s^arately for boys and girls* Correlations
were con5)uted idilch showed the variations In reading achieve-
ment between the sexes*
The predictive values of the tests were determined by
correlating the scores on the reading tests with the scores i
made on the reading achievement tests* Correlations were com- i
puted between the sexes and reading achievement and between
the different Intelligence groips and reading achievement.
The scores of the tests were studied to evaluate them
as predictive measures, and the results wiilch were obtained
are presented In the next chapter*
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CHAPTER IV
> ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
After the reading achievement tests had been made, the
next step was to find out, first, the relationship between the
children’s reading ability as measured by the grade
equivalents on the Metropolitan Reading Achievement Test and
the percentiles on the Monroe ^tltude Test, together with
the quotient scores on the Plntner-Cunnlngham Primary Mental
Testj and second, the level of significance of (a) high,
average, and low Intelligence, and (b) the sex differences.
The follovjlng represents an analysis and evaluation
of the data.
The children used In the study were In the first grade
In a Q-reater Boston community representing high, middle and
low levels of ability. They were, approximately, equally
divided between the sexes. Althou^ the total number of
subjects to whom the tests were originally given wee two hun-
dred seventy-five, only two hundred sixty-seven were usable
after those who had repeated tests and the incoii5)lete cases
were eliminated.
Table I shows the chronological age distribution, the
^ mean, standard deviation of the mean of the two hundred sixty-
|
seven piQjlls. The mean chronological age was seventy months,
|
I
with a standard deviation of four months. The grovip showed a !
I'
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10 '^Ov'.^x/n JlEwCv offj rfjiuoiijXA .'^O/tva n^a^'Jocf SoftXvXo
-xnrL o'-r^' a.^V nsvXij a*: •.>' aJnaX ©xiX r~o::>/ oJ a:^:wld;ju
oxoiuin 9*i9V navo?-.\,ji:xn ho’Xf-fwiL a^'t vino
,
cVXl -’^.^n jyaa
Epaxio 'j;J‘sXq!i:ocnt qn:f 6na aJaoJ .DaJ-Aioqa': Lsd os^-: 9?.o;Ii 'X©;fljj
*jjf)^.'5ni£r:XIo oiow
©jic tfio.'-7oi‘iJ3X3 o;-J3 X/-oX^;cXoxiciiio aria Ei/c:l3 I oXcf^T
-^iT/’Xb xt^'xbru^i- efL ia a^w nc nolTEXvao I)'xa5ri6i*“3 ^rUyiH2
,
;.i.!vi fioLi ’^vr.ovaE ajr»; o^-:i X.-'O/.^jOXofro'jrfo.-ff-^'jr.
.eXXci^q novo
3
>5 Dovoifo uyo'/;^ e»rr • audnoii! 'iool lo noll-sxvsi rl^rXv.’
range of 5 yi*s., 2 mo. , to 7 yi’S., 4 mo. The ages were heavi-
ly wel^ted between the 5-^ “fco Intervals since two hundred
thlrty-slx, or pei* cent, of the grox:^) were within this
limit.
The entering age for children on September 1, is 5 yrs.,
6 mo. However, Intelligence tests and aptitude tests were
administered also to children between the ages, 5-0 5-^*
Those children showing high ability in both tests were admitted
to grade one, provided their parents consented.
Table II shows the frequency distribution of mental ages,
the mean and standard deviation for two hundred sixty-seven
px5)lls tested, in October 194^, with the Plntner-Cunnlngham
Primary Mental Test, Form A (revised). The mean mental age
was seventy-four months, with the standard deviation of eight
months. This grox:^) shoxirs a mental age range from 4 yrs., 1 mo.,
to 10 years. The loxfest mental age was that of one child at
a 4 yr., 1 mo., mental level. These mental ages were heavily
wel^ted between the 5 y^* > 4 mo., and the 7 yr. , 0 mo..
Intervals, since one hxmdred sixty-five, or 62 per cent, of
the groxp, according to this test, were within this limit.
This indicates an average grox^) for first grade.
CHRONOLOGICAL AND MENTAL AGE DISTRIBUTION
Tables I and II show the chronological and the mental
ages distribution of the boys and girls tested.
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On Table III there Is sho^vn the distribution of intelli-
gence quotients within the groig)*
It will be seen that the Intelligence quotients ranged
from 6l to 163* The distribution of Intelligence qxiotients
was slightly off the normal distribution, since the mean
intelligence was 102
,
with a standard deviation of almost l6 *
McCall^says that an intelligence quotient of 100 Is significant
of normal, or average. Intelligence. Hence, If It be assumed
that an essential measure of success In reading,
then one hundred forty-four pi;5)lls, or 5^ cent, out of
two hundred sixty-seven pupils, showed adaptlblllty of being
able to reach the 1 gr.
, 9 nio., reading age by the end of
the year.
In order to be able to determine to >diat degree the
Intelligence quotient obtained on the Plntner-Cunningham
Primary Mental Test showed a higher predictive value of read-
ing achievement at different levels of intelligence, the
Intelligence quotients of the total groi:^) were divided into
three gro\:5)s, hi^, average, and low. The high groi^) consist-
ed of Intelligence quotients ranging from 111 and i;5)ward, the
average groi:^ from 91 to 110, and the low groi^) from 6l to 90.
Vfllllam A. McCall, Measurement (New York; The Macmillan
Con5)any, 193^)
,
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THE INTELUaSNCE OF PUPILS IN THE HIGH GROUP
Table IV gives information concerning the intelligence
of the pi:?)lls in the high groip* There were 7^ pi:?)lls in this
gro\;p*
TABLE IV
P. C. QUOTIENT SCORES FOR HIGH GROUP
111 - 163 I. Q*
I
Intelligence Quotient Frequency Boys Girls
163 - 166
160 - 162
1
157 - 15?
154 - 156
151 - 153
ife - 150 1
1
i45 - 1%
142 - l44 1
3
11
13? -
136 - 138
1
2
133 - 135 1 2
130 - 132 1 4
127 - 129
124 - 126 ?X 1
121 - 123 3 10
llS - 120 9
115 - 117 6 2
111 - 114 9 10
2^ §2dr
N 7^
M 121.5
S.D. 10.3
j
It will be seen by Table IV that the mean intelligence
quotient was 121.5 with the standard deviation of 10 *3 •
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INTELLiaENCE QUOTIENTS OF PUPILS IN AVERAGE GROUP
The frequency distribution of the Intelligence quotients
of the pupils in the average group Is given In Table V. There
were 121 pvqplls in this groi5>.
TABLE V
P. 0, QUOTIENT SCORES FOR AVERAGE GROUP
91 - no !• Q.
Intelligence Quotients Frequency Boys Girls
109 - no 4 6
106 - lOS 9 14
103 - 105 6 7
100 - 102 12 7
97 - 99 12 11
94 - 96 6 S
91 - 93 11 g
6ob 6ig
N 121
M 100.6
S. D, 4.7
It will be seen by Table V that the mean Intelligence
quotient of pii^jlls In the average gro\5) was 100.6 , with the :
standard deviation of 4.7*
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INTELLiaENCE QUOTIENTS OF PUPILS IN THE LOW GROUP
The frequency distribution of the Intelligence quotient
of the pi5>lls In the low groijp Is given In Table VI*
TABLE VI
P* C* QUOTgJNT
^§0|PqFOR LOW GROUP
Intelligence Quotient Frequency Boys Girls
SS
- 90 10 S
85 - 87 7 ?
S2 - S4 5
79 - 81 7 5
76 - 78 5 1
73 - 75 3 1
k : k 11
61 - 63 1
; 37B 31&
N 6^-
M S3
S. D* Ig.l
It will be seen by the above table that the mean
Intelligence quotient of the pi^jlls In the low grotp was S3,
with the standard deviation of 1S*1* The latter represents
a quite hl^ deviation for a low Intelligence groiqp*
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It will be seen by Table VII that the frequency dis-
tribution of percentile scores in the Marion Monroe Aptitude
Test were found for the entire groi;^) studied.
The scores were classified into the same divisions
as are given in the test. The mean and standard deviations
have been given In each area. The mean total readiness
percentile score is hl^ as there seemed to have been a
tendency on the part of almost one-half of the groi:^) to show
either a good, or an excellent, chance of being successful
in first-grade reading.
The areas which were Included in the test called
for! visual discrimination, auditory discrimination,
articulation, motor coordination, and language. The mean
for visual discrimination was with the standard
deviation of 33 In additory discrimination, the mean
was 77 *5 » with the standard deviation of 30*3* In
articulation, the mean was 50.1, with the standard
deviation of 30.1. In the last of the areas studied,
that of language, the mean was 65.5, with the standard
deviation of 29.9
The mean for the summary of tests covering the
gro\:5)S studied, was 6l.2, with the standard deviation
of 23.5.
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FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION,MONROE APTITUDE TEST
Table VII shows the frequency distribution of percentile
scores in the Monroe Aptitude Test for the entire groi^? ~ tested,
TABLE VII
MONROE APTITUDE TEST, FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION
ll:
96
92
55
SO
76
'2
;s
Sk-
60
56
52
36
32
2S
2k
20
16
12
S
4
0
100 36 6S 30 16 ^7 1
— 95 21 25 IS 16 14
91 12 24 7 17 17 5
.. S7 1^ 24 11 11 14 5
— S3 Ik l4 10 S S
— 79 0 11 5 14 3 7
- 75 7 9 13 15 16 5
— 71 16 6 S 13 12 7
— §7 4 4 3 11 6
> 63 0 5 15 S 6 7
— 59 12 S 0 2 0 12
55 0 5 6 6 12 5
IS 6 10 2 15 9
3 11 S 14 2 10
— ^3 12 3 13 15 9 5
— 39 0 1 4 S S b
— 35 13 10 9 6 12 5
- 31 5 1 4 9 10 6
— 27 S 2 13 6 5 2
- 23 12 1
ll
4
1
3
- 19 6 5 11 1
— 15 11 5 5 10 S 1
— 11 13 4 11 11 6 1
— 7 14 12 IS 7 7 2
- 3 16 3 25 . ib b 1
6
9
7
13
I
5
k
9
10
6
7
5
6
7
2
1
2
1
1
M
M
S.D.
57.3
33-S
77.5
30.3
50.1
33*9
51.3
30.1
65,0
29.9
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SEX DIFFERENCES’ QUOTIENT SCORES
Since research has revealed that some intelligence
tests tend to favor one sex more than the other. It was felt
advisable to con5>are the results of the Pintner-Cunnlngham
quotient scores obtained in working with boys ;^ith those
obtained when working with girls • Table VIII shows the
findings of this con5>arlson of values.
TABLE VIII
SEX DIFFERENCES BY PINTNER-CUJININGHAM QUOTIENT
SCORES - ALL PUPILS
Test Sex N M SD
P-C Boys 123 99*9 13.7
Girls l44 103.6 1^,9
The result of the comparison of mean intelligence
quotients, together with the standard deviations, as
obtained from both boys and girls through the use of the
Pintner-Cunnlngham Primary Mental Test, Form A, is shown
by Table VIII, The mean score for the boys was 99*9
as compared with 103*6 in favor of the girls. The
mean difference between the tv7o gro\;ps, as may be seen
by the Table, vq.b 3*7, In favor of the girls.
The critical ratio of 1,^ shows the above
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this difference to be of no statistical significance if the
5 per cent level of confidence be used, vdiich requires a
critical ratio of I.96 per cent or better. Hence this ratio
does not appear to favor one sex more than the other.
DIFFERENCES IN LEVELS OF INTELLI&ENCE
(QUOTIENT SCORES
Table IX shovjs the summary of the quotient scores at
the three levels of Intelligence, with the mean and standard
deviations
«
TABLE IX
DIFFERENCES IN LEVELS OF INTELLIGENCE
BX PINTNEH-CUNNINGHAM QUOTIENT
SCORES
Test Intelligence N M SD
level I. Q.
P-C hl^ 7g. 121.5 10.5
average 121 100. b 4.7
low 6g S3 IS.I
It may be seen by Table IX that the mean intelligence
quotient for the hi^ groxj^ was 121. 5 per cent, with the
standard deviation of 10.3 per cent. The mean intelligence
quotient of the average groi^) was 100.6 per cent, with the
standard deviation of 4.7* The mean Intelligence quotient

for the low groi?) was 33, with the standard deviation of 13. !•
READING ACHIEVEMENT DISTRIBUTION ^’JITH DEVIATIONS
On Table X may be seen the reading achievement dis-
tribution, together with the mean and standard deviations for
the two hundred sixty-seven pi:5)lls tested In May, 19^*
TABLE X
READING ACHIEVEl-IENT DISTRIBUTION*
Gr.Equivalent
Gr* Mo.
Boys Girls Total
3 6 1 1
3 2 2 4
3 i 3 3 6
3 3 2 0 2
3 2 1 1 2
3 1 3 3 6
3 0 1 3 9
2 9 6 5 11
2 3 4 7 11
2 7 2 3 10
2 b 12 11 2?
2 5 4 10 14
2 11 13 24
2 3 11 10 21
2 2 6 7 13
2 1 7 17 24
2 0 12 b 13
1 9 10 3 13
1 3 10 5 15
1 7 5 3 13
1 D 2 0 2
1 5 5 1 6
1 4 3 0 3
1 3 0 4 4
1 2 1 0 1
123 iW 267
N 267
M 2 gr . 5 nio*
S. D. ^.9 mo.
•Metropolitan Test administered In May, 1949
•
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CORRELATION OF THE VARIOUS FACTORS STUDIED IN GRADE ONE
Table XI shows the coefficient correlation for the entire
groi^? of children studied^ between the mental age to readiness,
Intelligence quotient to readiness, mental age to achievement.
Intelligence quotient to achievement, and readiness to
achievement*
TABLE XI
CORRELATION OF THE VARIOUS FACTORS
STUDIED FOR ALL PUPILS IN GRADE ONE
Factors
No* of
P\:5)lls
Coefficient of
Correlation ProbableError
Mental Age and
Readiness 267 *6S *022
Intelligence
Quotient and
Readines s 267 .76 .017
Mental Age and
Achievement 267 *>+6 .032
Intelligence
Quotient and
Achievement 267 *2S .037
Readiness and
Achievement 267 *2S .037
According to Table XI, the coefficient of correlation
for mental age to readiness was ,6S, with a probable error
of .022. This has a forecasting efficiency of 2S per cent,
which is considered good for prognosis*
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The coefficient of correlation for intelligence quotient
to readiness was * 76
,
with a probable error of .017 • This
shows a dependable relationship, with a forecasting efficiency
of 35 cent^ which is evidence of marked reliability.
The coefficient of correlation for mental age to
achievement was .46, with a probable error of .032. This
correlation shows a marked relationship, with a forecasting
efficiency of 10 per cent better than chance, or evidence of
limited prognostic value.
The coefficient of correlation for Intelligence quotient
to achievement aws .26, with a probable error of .037, or
5 per cent forecasting efficiency. This correlation shows
little prognostic power.
The coefficient of correlation for readiness to achieve-
ment was .26, with a probable error of .037* This correlation
of 4 per cent indicates a little value for prediction.
It would seem to be evident, from a study of the
figures on Table XI, that the coefficient correlation of in-
telligence quotient to readiness exerts the strongest
Influence. The next highest is mental age and readiness,with
mental age to achievement. Intelligence quotient to achieve-
ment, and readiness to achievement, in descending order.
HI(Hi INTELLiaENCE CORRELATION
Table XII serves to show the correlation of the various
factors studied for pi:qpils of hi^ intelligence.
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TABLE XII
CORRECATION OF THE VARIOUS FACTORS
STUDIED FOR PUPILS OF HIGH INTELLIGENCE
... ...
Factors No. of
Pl5)llS
Coefficient of
Correlation ProbableError
Mental Age and
Readiness 7^
.52 .053
Intelligence
Quotient and
Readiness 7^ .35 .065
Mental Age and
Achievement 72 A2 .065
Intelligence
Quotient and
Achievement 72 .31 .o6g
Readiness and
Achievement 72 .21 .072
An examination of the figures given on Table XII would
seem to show the correlation on the part of pupils of hl^
Intelligence
,
the coefficient between their mental age and
and readiness being *56 with a probable error of *053* This
has a forecasting efficiency of 20 per cent, and is of good
value for prognosis.
The coefficient of correlation between intelligence
quotient and readiness was *35 » with a probable error of
,062, The forecasting efficiency of 7 pei* cent has a slight
prognottic value.
The coefficient of correlation between readiness and
achievement was ,21, with a probable error of ,072. This
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correlation Indicates a predictive value of about 4 p^r cent,
that has little value for prognosis*
CORRELATION FOR PUPILS OF AVERA&E INTELLIGENCE
The correlation of scores for pi:5>lls of average in-
telligence has been dealt with in Table XIII*
TABLE XIII
CORRELATION OF THE VARIOUS FACTORS
STUDIED FOR PUPILS OF AVERAGE INTELLIGEJICE
Factors
No* of
Pi:5)ils
Coefficient of
Correlation ProbableError
Mental Age and
Readiness 121 *26
.057
Intelligence
Quotient and
Readiness 121 .ok- .062
Mental Age and
Achievement 121 *06 *061
Intelligence
Quotient and
Achievement
1
121 o^o* .060
rileadlness and
Achievement 121
.3^ *052
According to Table XIII, the coefficient of correla-
tion for mental age to readiness was *26, with a probable
error of *057 • This has a forecasting efficiency of
^ per cent, which is looked v5)on as having slight value for
prognosis*
The coefficient of correlation for Intelligence
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quotient to readiness was .o4, \ilth a probable error of
.062 • This shows a fair relationship.
The coefficient of correlation for mental age to
achievement was .oS, irt.th a probable error of .061. This
correlation shows limited relationship, iflth a forecasting
Influence, or efficiency of .05 per cent.
The coefficient of correlation for Intelligence
quotient to achievement was .09, with a probable error of
.060, or .05 per cent forecasting efficiency.
The coefficiency of correlation for readiness to
achievement was
.3^, with a probable error of .052. This
correlation of 7 per cent Indicates a small value for
prognosis.
CORRELATION FOR PUPILS OF LOW INTSLLI&ENCE
The correlation of the various factors studied for
pupils of low Intelligence has been shoim on Table XIV.
TABLE XIV
CORRELATION OF THE VARIOUS FACTORS
STUDIED FOR PUPILS OF LOW INTELLIOENCE
Factors 2°*,?^
Pl5>lls
Coei'ficlem; of
Correlation Probable
Error
Mental Age and .
Readiness 6S .IS .OSO
Intelligence
Quotient and
Readiness 6S .19 .079
Mental Age and
Achievement 6S CVJ
. .066

TABLE XIV
( Concluded)
Factors No. ofPupils Correlation
Probable
Error
Intelligence
Quotient and
Achievement 6S .30 .073
Readiness and
Achievement 63 .35 •o o
The figures on Table XIV show that the coefficient
of correlation between the mental age and readiness was
•13, •with a probable error of *030. This has a forecasting
efficiency of 2 per cent, and is of limited value for
prognosis.
The coefficient of correlation between Intelligence
V.
quotient and readiness has *30, with a probable error of
.073* forecasting efficiency of 5 per cent has little
!
j
I
prognostic value.
The coefficient of correlation between mental age and
I
achievement was *42, with a probable error of .066. This
,
Indicates a good relationship, or a predictive value of about
10 per cent better than chance.
The coefficient of correlation between readiness and
' achievement was
.35, with a probable error of .070. This
correlation Indicates a predlctuve value of about 9 per cent,
and has moderate value for prognosis.
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COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION FOR BOYS STUDIED
Table XV shows the coefficients of correlation for
boys, and the different factors studied In connection.
TABLE XV
CORRELATION OF THE VARIOUS FACTORS
STUDIED FOR BOYS
Factors No. ofBoys
Coefficients of
Correlation
Probable
Error
Mental Age and
Readiness 123 •73 .02S
Intelligence
Quotient and
Readiness 123 •72 .029
Mental Age and
Achievement 123 •39 .052
Intelligence
Quotient and
Achievement 123 .29
.056
Readiness and
Achievement 123 .25 .05s
It will be seen by Table XV that mental age to
readiness for boys was
.73, with a probable error of .02s,
which has a forecasting value of 3^ pei* cent. Intelligence
quotient to readiness was
.72, with a probable error of .029,
giving a forecasting efficiency of 3^ per cent. Mental age
to acj^evement was
.39, with a probable error of .052 and a
forecasting efficiency of 3^ per cent. The Intelligence
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quotient with achievement was .29, with a probable error of
.056, or 4 per cent efficiency of forecasting value. There
was correlation of
.25, with .05^ probable error, of readiness
to achievement, that showed 4 per cent forecasting efficiency.
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF GIRLS STUDIED
Table XVI Indicates the correlation coefficients of
the gro\5> of girls who were studied.
TABLE XVI
CORRELATION OF THE VARIOUS FACTORS
STUDIED STUDIED FOR GIRLS
Factors No. of
Pi^iiis
Coefficients of
Correlation
Probable
error
Mental Age and
Readiness 73 .60 .049
Intelligence
Quotient and
Readiness n •035
14ental Age and
Achievement 7S .061
Intelligence
Quotient and
Achievement It .44 .o6a
Readiness and
Achievement It .49 .052
On Table XVI, of correlation for girls, the coefficients
of mental age to readiness was
.60, with a probable error of
23 per cent.
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The Intelligence quotient with readiness was .7^, with
a probable error of .035 » a forecasting efficiency of
3^ per cent.
Mental ages to achievement was . 46
,
with a probable
error of .o6l, and a forecasting efficiency of 10 per cent.
Intelligence quotient to achievement was .44
,
with a
probable error of .062, and a forecasting efficiency of
6 per cent.
In readiness to achievement the figure was . 49
,
with
a probable error of •05^, and a forecasting efficiency of
13 per cent.
It would appear that from these correlations to reading
achievement, the Pintner-Cunningham Primary Mental Test yields
good prognostic value for reading achievement. It also would
appear that the Monroe Aptitude Test shows significant strength.
In summarization, this chapter covered not only the
analysis and evaluation of the data in relation to the purpose
of the study, the predictive powers of the Plntner-Cunnlngham
Primary Mental Test, the Marion Monroe Aptitude Test, and the
two specific problems, but also the subject of the different
levels of Intelligence and sex.
Chronological ages, mental ages, quotient scores for
the whole groip and the percentile scores on Aptitude Test
were presented In frequency distribution tables with mean and
standard deviations.
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Tables were presented to indicate: (l) the differences
of the three levels of intelligence studied in this investiga-
tion; (2) the significance of boys* quotient scores as
against the girls* quotient scores.
Correlation tables were made to show the relationship
of the various factors studied in every area.
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CHAPTER V
SU14MARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Since the major purpose of this study was to atten^jt to
determine the predictive value of the Pintner-Cunnln^am
Primary Mental Test and the Marlon Monroe i^titude Test, all of
the data for this investigation were based on the test results
of these two predictive Instrxaments
,
in con5>arison with the
reading achievement results as measured by the Metropolitan
Reading Achievement Test*
I. SUMMARY
Statistical treatment of the Plntner-Cunnln^am Intelli-
gence Test data would appear to have produced the following
results:
a* The coefficient of correlation between mental
age and readiness for the entire groi^p was *6S, with
the probable error of .022.
b. The coefficient of correlation between
intelligence quotient and readiness was .76, with the
probable error of .017*
c. The coefficient of correlation between mental
age and achievement was with the probable error
of .032 .
d. The coefficient of correlation between in-
telligence quotient and achievement was *2g, with the
probable error of .037 *
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*The Marlon l-lonroe Aptitude Test results were as
follows:
a* The ooefflcent of correlation between readi-
ness and mental age was *6g, with the probable error
of .022.
b. The coefficient of correlation between readi-
ness and Intelligence quotient was .76, with the prob^Qa
error of .017.
c. The coefficient of correlation between readi-
ness and achievement was .28, with the probable error
of .037*
This study would seem to show that on the grovp tested,
of the factors considered above. Intelligence quotient, mental
age and readiness were the most significant In determining
a child’s success In first grade reading.
These tests show trends In the direction of predicting
reading success In the first grade >d.th good reliability.
II. CONCLUSIONS
An evaluation of the data v/ould seem to have Indicated
the following conclusions;
a. There was an Indication that a knowledge of
a child’s mental age was an aid In estimating his
probable success or failure In reading, as the
correlation between mental a^e and reading achievement
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has a predictive value of 10 per cent better than
chance*
b. In this study, the intelligence quotients had
approximately the same predictive value as the factor
of mental age*
c* The Monroe ^tltude Test seemed to have as
hl^ a predictive value as the Pintner-Cunnlngham
Primary Mental Test. The forecasting efficiency of
this test was also about g per cent better than chance*
d* The tests did not favor one sex more than
the other*
As may be seen, the conclusions reached for this study
have a direct bearing upon the major puipose, and the specific
problems, discussed in the previous chapters of the study*
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CHAPTER VI
) LIMITATIONS MD SUGOESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
I. LIICETATIONS
!• Data used In this study were all objective.
2, Teacher estimate of pi?)ll success or failure was
not Included In this study*
3* Survey tests, based on Reading Series, were adminis-
tered In January, 19^9, all pupils In grade
one, with re-testlng of pii^^lls needing special
help. These remedial measures Increased efficiency
of performance.
II*. All classes with enrollment of thirty were divided
Into two classes so that much more Individual
help could be given to each pi^)!!.
II. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
1. The children used In this study should be followed
for the next two years, and their reading achieve-
ment scores on standard reading tests should be
recorded each year.
2. Correlations between the percentile scores on the
y sub-tests of aptitude tests, and the scores on
reading achievement should be computed.
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Suggestions for Further Study , concluded.
3. A study should be made to show the effect of
teaching procedures and to determine the
effectiveness with \dilch teachers maihe use
of test results
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STATISTICAL PORMUIAS USED IN STUES'
Mean; M - Ma / i —
N Ma “ Assumed Mean
M * Ma / ic where c «
N
Standard Deviation; S.D.
Coefficient of Correlation - rho
p = 1 - 6 ^D^
N(N^-l)
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PINTNER GENERAL ABILITY TESTS: VERBAL SERIES
Pintner-Cunningham Primary Test: Form A
By Rudolf Pintner, Ph.D.
Professor of Educational Psychology, Teachers College, Columbia University
I
Bess V. Cunningham, Ph.D,
Professor of Education, University of Toledo
and Walter N. Durost, Ph.D.
Formerly Research Associate, Institute of School Experimentation
Teachers College, Columbia University
For Kindergarten and First and Second Grades
Name
Age years months. Date of birth
Grade Teacher
Date of test 19.
. .
.
Examiner
School
City State
Chron.
Age
Mental
Age
IQ
Prim.
A
{Verbal)
Test Score
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Total
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and 2126 Prairie venue, Chicago
Copyright 1923, 1938, by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. AU rights reserved, printed rs d.s.a. poat: psai.: a-24
This test is copyrighted. The reproduction of any part of it by mimeograph, hectograph, or in any other
way, whether the reproductions are sold or furnished free for use, is a violation of the copyright law.
Page 2 TEST 1 Form A
{
Form A TEST 1 — Continued Page 3
Score (^)
Page 4 TEST 2 Form A
1
Continued Page 5
Score
Page 6 TEST 3 Form A
Form A TEST 3
Page 8 Form A
Form A TEST 6 Page 9

Form A TEST 6— Continued Page 11
Total number right Total number wrong Score
Page 12 TEST 6 Form A
V
Form A TEST 6— Continued Page IS
Page 14 TEST %
/
x-l
Score
Continued Form A
=!i L ^
=n r
r
Form A TEST 7 Page 15
• • •
Score
1METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT
,
Primary I BAnERY: Form S
By Gertrude H. Hildreth, Ph.D.
) Name Boy Girl
Teacher Grade ; . . .School
TESTS
Prim. I
S
City County State
Year Month Day
DaU of Testing
Year Month Day
Date of Birth
Age yrs mos.
Test
Stand-
ard
Score
Grade
Equiva-
lent
1. Word
PiCT.
2. Word
Recog.
3. Word
Mean.
Aver. Reading
dip
4. Num-
bers
.Average
Ach’t X
*Do not include when figuring
average achievement.
* These two scales are independent. Only one should
be used at one time. In plotting this chart, put an X in
the box above the scale which is to be used.
f An additional scale is provided here in order to make
it possible to plot the chart in terms of norms other than
those of age or grade.
The Profile Chart is designed to furnish a graphic picture
of the achievement of an individual pupil as revealed by
his test scores. The equivalent (grade, age, or other type)
of each test score should be plotted on the proper stave
and these points joined to make the profile.
This test is copyrighted. The reproduction of any part of it by mimeograph, hectograph, or in any other
way, whether the reproductions are sold or furnished free for use, is a molation of the copyright law.
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois
Copyright 1947 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved
FSOtTED IN U.S.A. MAT : PEIU. I : S-2
«
*
Metropolitan : Prim. I ; S
Test 1 . Reading - Word Picture
drum
•
pig 4 ® :® 1®
a little bear
a white rabbit
a pretty ring
water
animal
kite
boy
[ 2 ]
1 I
* ‘
' %
Metropolitan : Prim. I : S
[ 3 ]
I I i
Metropolitan : Prim. I : S
*
I
f
. t
a boy and' a girl
the black kitten
bread and milk
a kitten in a basket
a child is eating apples
a robin at the window
three pencils
a.plate of fruit
a boat with a sail
[4]
• •
) '
«k
Metropolitan : Prim. I : S
eggs in a bowl
a small cart
a flower in a pot
37-39
high rocks
a squirrel eating nuts
the farmer is digging
a dog asleep in a chair
a cottage by the road
children going to school
No. right Stand, score. Gr. equiv.
5 ]
Age equiv.
Metropolitan: Prim. I: S
Test 2. Reading -Word Recognition
a. my be we me
b. pig big bid dig
c. go on in to go in go up
1. the see she sew -
2. are care arm sir
3. his
f
has her
N
here
4. dash spill splash shall
6. cook word will work
6. branch lunch bunch child
7. might nine ' night thin
8. land hand band head
9. catch search scratch watch
10. stay start cart stand
11. barn bark park dark
12. when there were where
[ 6 ]
1> . y > Metropolitan; Prim. I : S
13. unless under until still
14. hang hits high sign
16. snow son ring song
16. hard card harm held
17. he gives we gave she gave they give
18. baby chicks big gloves baby girls ball game
19. he rings he thinks it rains she sighs
20. after him after them catch her after her
21. black hat blue shoes new shoes black shoes
22. she has we had we have he has
23. take yours keep young keep yours kind sirs
24. fresh flowers few fruits fresh fruits few flowers
26. run away
/
run play came away ran away
26. some stories
1
smooth stones some stones stars shone
No. right Stand, score. Gr. equiv.
[ 7 ]
Age equiv.
. I Metropolitan: Prim. I : S
Test 3. Reading -Word Meaning
a. house boy stone mouse man father
h. ball roll pin doll skates rose
i
1. run
-
1
green paint brush blue brown
2. watch apple paper water table eggs
3. very four here late six nine
4. little far large big city every
6. where mine who that when those
6. cold sold snow nice ice fence
7. story fox farm flag turkey calf
8. lamp run book winter sing jump
9. hear arm fat •head foot am
10. sang bush brass grass
\
bottle baby
11. ring apron bring again rain ribbon
12. after above beside before
1
across always
Gr. equiv.
[ 8 ]
No. right.
.
No. wrong.
Diference
.
Stand, score Age equiv.
•4
• > Metropolitan : Prim. I : S» *
Test 4. Numbers
Metropolitan : Prim. I : S
4
• >
• > ' MetiopoUtan ; Prim. I : S
[ II ]
' I • , f Metropolitan : Prim. I : S
9 & 18 15 8
36 14 21 8 24
s 3 12 20 6 10
19 5 11 27 7
1
,
2
5
2
;
2
6
1
8
7
3
3 2 9 5 8
3 4 0 1 2
5 6 2 0 6
6 3 9 8 4
7 4 5 9 7
-1 -2 -3 -6
No. right Stand, score Gr.equiv Age equiv.
[ 12 ]
Primary^ Forrn_
READING APTITUDE TESTS
For Prediction and Analysis of
Reading Abilities and Disabilities
BY MARION MONROE
SPECIALIST IN REMEDIAL INSTRUCTION, PITTSBURGH PUBLIC SCHOOLS
FORMERLY CHIEF PSYCHOLOGIST, CHILD GUIDANCE CENTER, PITTSBURGH, PA.
Name Birthdate Age Date .
.
Grade School Intelligence Test I. Q.
Summary of Scores:
Visual i. .
.
3 - •• . .Total. . . . .Percentile. . . .
Auditory i . .
2. .
Percen
tiles
100
3 - •• . .Total. . . . . Percentile. . . .
90
Motor i . . 80
2. . 70
3 - •• . .Total. . . . .Percentile. . . . 60
Articulation i . . 50
2. . . .Total. . . . .Percentile. . . . 40
Language i . . 30
2. . 20
3 - •• . .Total. . . . .Percentile. . . . 10
Average Percentile. . . . 0
Hand Preference. . ..R. .. . L
Eye Preference. . . .R. .. . • L
Foot Preference. . . .R. .. . .L
•
Total. . . .R. ..
.
.L
Visual defect . . . .
Hearing defect. .
.
Speech defect. . . .
Physical defect . .
Foreign language.
PROFILE OF ABILITIES
l.Q. Visual
Audi-
tory Motor
Articu-
lation
Lan-
guage
Average
Percentiles
READING APTITUDE.
Comments:
BOSTON
COPYRIGHT, 1935, BY MARION MONROE
HOUGHTON MIFFLIN COMPANY
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • DALLAS • ATLANTA •
Wbe S^tbersilie Cambcibge
SAN FRANCISCO
PRINTED IN THE U.S.A.
IGROUP TESTS
Visual Test i
Memory of Orientation of Forms
VisualT’est 1
Ocular-Motor Control and Attention
Lfn
OLTI
ffi
A
ra
(* LfiJ A
Visual Ttst 3
Memory (Expose cards lo seconds')
Score
Motor Test i
Speed (Allow 6o seconds)
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Motor Test 2.
Steadiness
Score
Audit?ory Test i
Word - discrimination
Score
fAucJicory 't'est i
Sound - blending
1
Score
I i
Langu^c Tc|t-i
Vocabulary
Score
r
1 I
INDIVIDUAL TESTS
Auditory Test Auditory Memory
A mother hen — had three •— baby chicks. — Their names were Scratchy — Patchy — and Chick-
Chick. — One day — the chickens — went for a walk — in Farmer Joe’s — garden. — They were
having a fine time — eating lettuce — when a big dog — ran toward them — barking loudly. — The
chickens ran home — as fast as they could, — all except little Chick-Chick — who hid — behind a big
leaf — until the dog went away.
Score
Articulation Test /, Reproduction
baby 7. this thumb 13. quick kick 19. stop Sam’s sled
tick took 8. very fine 14. pink pig 20. pick peck pack
see saw 9. green glass 15. big bag beg 21. Bobby’s better blotter
so busy 10. sly sister 16. come cub cup 22. mythological
run around 11. few flew 17. she sells silk 23. incomprehensibility
what weather 12. quite white 18. try three threads 24. transcontinental
Score
Articulation Test 2
,
Speed {Allow 75 seconds')
banana long ago take a bite
Score
Language Test 2
,
Classification {Allow j*o seconds)
animals things to eat toys
Score
Language Test j, Sentence-Length
Score
Motor Test Writing Name
Score
Handedness: Eyedness: Footedness:
Writing RL Needle R L Cone R L RL RL Hopping R L
Throwing RL Winding R L Cardboard R L RL RL Kicking R L
Combing hair RL Fold hands RL Climbing R L
Batting RL Fold arms R L /


